
Subject: Re: 4 Pi Home Theater Build
Posted by NWCgrad on Mon, 17 Oct 2011 01:59:20 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Finally have the speaker's setup and started to break them in by playing a blues CD on repeat all
day.  Initial impression of the sound is very positive, they are significantly better than the Paradigm
9seMkIII's they are replacing.  Here is a picture of them - and the flanking subs - in the room
(screen is photoshopped to represent the size of the projected image, I left my screen in the
states and am projecting on the blank wall and could not take a good photo showing the image
and the speakers).

Right now I am running them with an Adcom GFP-555/GFA-555 combo with an el-cheapo Sony
Bluray/SACD player as the source.  The combo has way too much power as the volume knob is
barely off 0 at normal listening levels.  These are very sensitive speakers, easily demonstrated by
the fact that the amp continues to play for nearly a minute after it is turned off.  

I was unable to veneer them before my move and one of the speakers suffered very mild
water-induced damage   during the move (glue joint swelling requiring additional sanding to
re-smooth the surface).  Since I do not have any equipment in Cambodia, and finding that I
absolutely hate MDF, I purchased oak vinyl laminate from Parts Express.  Seems crazy to finish a
thousand dollar speaker in vinyl, but the boxes will be rebuilt with baltic birch upon my retirement
from the navy (less than 7 yrs).  The enclosures have to survive at least two more military moves
before I build new ones.

Based on initial listening the speakers meet my expectations and I expect to be using them for the
next 20 years.  I kept my paradigms as main speakers for over 15 - I do not make speaker
changes often so I try to get the best bang for the buck.

Thanks again Wayne for your awesome support to the DIY community!
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